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Where There's Fuel 
There's Fire 
In Santa Monica, Calif., Fuel burns up the competition with an aggressive and inventive 

style matched only by its new office designed by Shubin + Donaldson 

By Julie A. Raimondi 

Y ou've heard it before. Image is everything. But when 

you run a company like Fuel, creating cutting-edge com

mercial images for companies like UPS, Nissan and MTV, 

it's a matter of economic survival. That's why when Seth 

Epstein, "Chief Catalyst" and owner of Fuel, needed a new 

Santa Monica, Calif.-based office space to expand his ever-grow

ing commercial design and production business, he turned to two 

of LA's hottest young architects, Robin Donaldson, AJA, and 

Russell Shubin, AJA, of Shubin + Donaldson. 

In Los Angeles, being hip is of the utmost importance, along 

with being very good at what you do in an ultra competitive field 

of twenty-something media geniuses. Seth Epstein has not yet 

cornered the market on inventive, aggressive commercial design, 

but he has definitely made quite a name for himself in a cutthroat 

business. Four years ago, he was working in his sister's garage. 

Today, his company has grown to international acclaim with 24 

designers, animators, producers and freelance production people 

who work with a variety of clients like Pepsi, Sears and AT&T. 

When Epstein began searching for an architect, he 

approached the task in the same way he works with his own 

clients-by asking lots of questions. "We created a list of ques

tions and asked architects to respond before we met with them," 

he explains. "We were serious and committed to doing some

thing exceptional." Shubin + Donaldson responded with "thor

ough, concise and thoughtful" answers, and a beautiful rela

tionship was born. 

Shubin + Donaldson worked with 3D computer-generated 

renderings so that the client could actually tour the space without 

leaving his seat. "Using these types of presentations, we were real

ly talking their language:' says Shubin. And talking is the key to 

success for Epstein. "Nothing can fail when there's communica

tion," he remarks. 

Having served design clients for a living himself, Epstein knew 

what to bring to the table as a successful client. Along with enthu

siasm, trust and a commitment to communication, Epstein 

brought about 300 tear sheets of images that appealed to him, 

enabling Shubin and Donaldson to work with him in exploring the 

kind of company Fuel is, and jointly designing the physical space 

that would define it. "I've been reading architecture magazines 
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If you can't stand the heat, get out of th is office: Fuel wanted an 

office reflective of the company's present, future and past. 

Allowing plenty of room for fun, a 3,000-sq. ft. space (opposite) 

leading into a main conference room is left open for both 

expansion and basketball. A video library's translucent panels 

(above) double as projection screens as the " information bar" 

above carries data and power throughout the office. 
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The architects used back lighted Lumacite® p~ncls and 

d II d t~ a,,d electrical wiring with what they ve termed 
l'Xposc 1e a " . . . 
"the information bar," a functional and aesthetic cho!Ce which 

threads through the space creating a path f~r cabling. The path 

also signifies another design request of Epste111 for~ long h~llway, 
a "thinking walkway" to add 0uidity to the office. Smee th: •~dus
try changes rapidly, Epstein can't afford to rest after building a 
mini-empire in four years. Since he may need to expand to 50 
employees next month or cut back on editing services and increase 

in-house filming, Shubin + Donaldson integrated the theme of 
rapid change into the design. "The materials have an almost tem
porary feeling," remarks Shubin. "Not demountable, but they 

could be moved somewhere." Offices are built-in along the hall

way, leaving a 3,000-sq. ft . space empty for future use. 
There is an unmistakable Zen-like quality to the facility. "I 

wanted to express serenity and a sense of not knowing what's 
around the corner," Epstein recalls. "I wanted surprises and spe

cial places, for angles to meet in surprising ways." Serene as things 
may be, Epstein docs encourage employees to integrate with their 

su rroundings. "We run at the walls;' he proudly explains. "We've 

defin itely funkified the space." He also liked the idea of a primal 

For a zany company like Fuel, "funkified" office space is a necessity 

space to remind him of his roots in his sister's garage, although 

it's impossible to mistake this A-list company for anything else. 

Considering the competition for talent in Fuel's industry, the 

office space can often be as much of a benefit as hea lth insurance 

to lu re away designers. Epstein understands this, and has filled the 

office with great toys and a vibrant sense of humor. Still, he can't 

claim it's only for the employees. While fully stocked kitchens and 

pool tables arc generally the norm in the industry, Epstein has 

outdone the competition by adding a basketball court in the mid

dle of the offic~. (Although the necessity for more space may fo rce 

the half court mto a lwlf half court.) There's a pool table, Ping

Pong, and (though most of his employees don't know it ) a loft in 

Epstein's office for naps, a room that was jokingly coined "The 

Chamber of Genius." Discussions are underway to add a full-time 
chef and a gym. 

Now what do these employees do to deserve such extrava

gant cxtra_s besides. generate a lot of money? Well , the hours 

'.ire extensive, deadlines _ar,e t igh~ and stressful, and night shifts 
,ire common. Yet Epstein s choices Cor the b d h . . . . · space em o y t e 
k111ds of dcc1s1ons that you ng peo ple 1•11 th ' · · d . ts creative 111 ustry 
make when given the chance They repres h'f . . . . . · ent a s I t 111 pnon-
ltes. Epste111 m akes it a point to only \Vork . 1 1. h . wit 1 c tents w o arc 
cnJoyablc, and employees sacrifice larger k h wor spaces so t cy 
have mo re space where they can hang out All k d 1 . . wor an no p ay 
makes for a bonng design and product· . , 10 11 company. 

Not tha t 1t s all fun and games Alth h . . . • oug many post-produc-
llon compames vie for the "most obno • ,. ffi . . xious o !Ce t itle Fuel's 
space 1s successful because it is grounded " It' ' . s easy to be wacky, 
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but we don't approach it from that standpoint;' Donaldson says. "We're interested in expressing how they operate and the form really comes out o f that." Shubin agrees, "It's not just interesting pieces floating around in a space. It's an expression of who this company says it is." 
And it's the process of self-discovery that Shubin + Donaldson see as the key to success. "What do they want to accomplish, and who are they as a business?" Shubin asks. "We're part of the process of the growth of the company, of how they want to be perceived in the future." Epstein agrees, "If your space doesn't 

reflect who you are, you suck." 
While the future seems incredibly bright for Fuel, Shubin jokingly says, "Well, if it doesn't work out, the space would be a great nightclub." Perhaps it already is. ♦ 

PROJECT SUMMARY: FUEL DESIGN & PRODUCTION 

............__ Location: Santn Monica, CA. Total floor area: 8,000 ~-;i,,,,J sq. ft. N--;,. of floors: / story plus mezzanine. Total staff size: 30-~ 40. Cost/sq. ft.: $30. Wallcoverings: Homasote®, Lu11iasite®, plywood. Paint: Frazee. Flooring: sealed concrete. Carpet: Monterey. Ceiling: exposed wood vaulted roof Lighting: Stanco. Doors: Slabdoors. Door hardware: Stanley. Window treatment: 3M. Rail ings: galvanized steel. Conference tables: Gridcore. Cafeteria, dining, training tables: Gridcore. Signage: Fue//Sli11bi11 + Donaldson. Client: Fuel Design & Prod11ction. Architect and interior designer: Sl,ubin + Donaldson; Ryan /lily, Josh Blumer, project team. General contractor: Lo Presti Construction + Cabinetry. Lighting designer: Shubin + Donaldson. Photographer: Farshid Assassi. 

A secluded office entrance (opposite, above) for "Chief Catalyst" Seth Epstein leads into a casual work environment with built-in live greenery (opposite. below) and a hidden loft for naps and strenuous thinking termed "The Chamber of Genius." But Epstein isn't the only one who has the proper environment for mediation with the Zen-like quality o f a side conference roo m (above, le ft). Even visitors peering behind the receptionist's desk (above, right) can be invigorated and soothed by bold colors and reflective l ights. 

' L DESIGN mo ~OUCTION OFRCE 
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